Thank you for your letter and the steps you and the NAS/NAE have taken to secure the freedom of my father... It is heartwarming. My father has heard about your efforts and they have been effective.

Biomedical engineer and son of former prisoner of conscience

Regional Breakdown of Current & Resolved Cases Concerning Engineers

- Middle East North Africa: 181 cases (88%)
- Sub-Saharan Africa: 40 cases (15%)
- Americas: 7 cases (3%)
- Europe & Eurasia: 11 cases (4%)
- Asia-Pacific: 26 cases (10%)
- Regional Breakdown of Current Cases of Engineers: 251
- Resolved Cases of Engineers: 14
- Of All CHR Cases Concerning Engineers: 25%

Support from the National Academy of Engineering (NAE)

- NAE Committee Members: 4
- NAE Member Correspondents: 240
- Appeals Written or Signed by NAE Members in 2019: 231

Current Cases of Engineers

- Imprisoned (post-conviction): 9
- Convicted (not jailed): 2
- Released Pending Trial: 1
- Citizenship Revoked/Deported: 1
- Detained (pre-conviction): 1

http://www.nationalacademies.org/humanrights/